
Billeting Policy... (Effective January 2006)

The rationale for developing the Billeting Policy is to provide hosting and
participating clubs guidelines when they provide or access billeting at
Provincial/Invitational meets. This Billeting Policy is intended solely as a minimum
standard and clubs are advised to review and assess the guidelines to suit their
particular situation. When a club agrees of host a meet providing billeting, it is a
requirement that the minimum standard is met and that a copy of the club policy is
on file with Swim Alberta. Billeting is to be considered a privilege; abuse of this

privilege can lead to suspension of further billeting opportunities.

Goal and rational for billeting:
 To foster friendships and camaraderie amongst swimmers from different communities
 To provide additional travel opportunities for athletes
 To reduce travel costs for swimmers, parents and clubs

Guidelines:
 Clubs should have a published billeting policy distributed to each club member.
 As with most activities, there can be some risks involved when billeting your swimmer or providing

billeting opportunities for visiting swimmers, Steps must be taken to minimize the risks to the extent
practicable.

Notification of Billeting Opportunities:
 The host club will announce the opportunity to billet when the meet package is published
 The days that billeting are provided, the number of billets the host club can offer, arrival time, and

deadline for accepting billets will be included in the information. The name and contact
information for the Billet Chairperson will also be included.

Participating Club Responsibility:
 Provide the host club with the name, gender and age of all swimmers being billeted.
 Provide a list of allergies, any significant medical illnesses/concerns or other important

considerations for all swimmers, to the host club and the chaperones.
 Chaperones should have the full emergency contact information for each swimmer.
 Provide a list of swimmers who are to be billeted together. It is strongly recommended to billet

younger swimmers together - two to a family.
 Provide the name of the club chaperone, and contact information.
 Swimmers to be billeted must be able to look after their own equipment and clothing.
 Swimmers must be given the name and contact information of the chaperone and/or coach.
 Once billets are assigned to a host family there will be NO changes (unless recommended by the

billet chairperson in agreement with the club chaperone)
 Billet cancellations must be received by the host club the Monday prior to the start of the meet.

Failure to abide by these guidelines will result in a fine of $25.00 per swimmer, payable to the host
club. Medical withdrawals will not be subject to the penalty

 Participating clubs should ensure that swimmers who have had past problems, such as a history of
violence, vandalism, or behavioural issues etc. are not eligible to be billeted unless these issues
have been adequately addressed. If a swimmer has had previous problems it is the responsibility
of the participating club to address whether billeting is appropriate for the swimmer. If billeting is
not appropriate the swimmer should not be included in the billet list.

Host Club Responsibilities:
 Host clubs should make assessments of their participating billet families. If there is any reason to

believe that there might be a problem with a particular family – whether food, accommodations,
supervision, special circumstances etc. then the host club should take steps to address the
situation. This may be done by investigating the concern and helping the family rectify the issue



or by removing the family/household from billeting. The host club is responsible to respond there if
there is reason for concern.

 Families are to provide comfortable and safe sleeping accommodations for the visiting swimmers.
 Families must agree to provide meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner), snacks and drinks for the

swimmers.
 Families are to provide timely transportation to and from the pool for all meet sessions.
 Billeted swimmers are not to be left at the pool unattended. It is the responsibility of the host

family to arrange for care of the billeted swimmer between and after sessions.
 Complete Billet lists will be provided to only the club chaperone upon arrival at the swim meet.

The list shall include names, addresses and phone numbers of host families and the name,
allergies, significant medical conditions or important considerations of the billeted swimmer.

 Prior to the start of the meet, host families must be aware of and agree to host a billet with
allergies, significant medical conditions or other relevant information that pertains to the well-
being of the billet.

 Ensure that the host family obtains the name of the chaperone and contact information for their
billeted swimmers

 Once a host family locates their billet they are to notify the billet chairperson and the club
chaperone of their departure.

Expectations of Billeted Swimmers:
 ALL billeted swimmers are to possess the name and contact number of the club chaperone.
 A thank you note or small gift is appreciated as a way of thanking the host family.
 Swimmers are expected to be well behaved, respectful and cooperative and abide by the host

family rules.

Billeting Requirements:
 All families participating in billeting must agree to a security check for all members living in the

home who are 18 years of age and older.
 Should an individual fail a security check they will have the following options:

1. Request that Swim Alberta review the reason for the failed check and either provide an
exemption or uphold the failed check. Swim Alberta will keep all appeals and associated
information confidential and secure to ensure the privacy of the individual(s) involved. Swim
Alberta will provide an appeals jury that will oversee the case. The jury will include the
Harassment/Ethics Chair, a Lawyer named by the association and the association chair.

2. Remove themselves from billet hosting.
 All families sending a swimmer to a host billet family are to sign a release of responsibility, yearly.
 All host billet families are to agree to sign a responsibility agreement, yearly.
 Billeting swimmers should bring a sleeping bag and pillow.
 Problems created by a swimmer and/or a host family should be brought to the attention of his/her

chaperone/coach. Disciplinary action should be addressed by the swimmer’s club.
 Host clubs should implement a system to keep track of any complaints regarding billet families.

The list shall be maintained over the years so that the knowledge is not lost with a change in
Chaperone Chairpersons.

 Clubs should implement a system to keep track of problems associated with athletes. The list shall
be maintained over the years so that the knowledge is not lost with changes in administration.

 Unresolved problems should be referred to the Chair of the Competition Review Committee, Swim
Alberta Board.

 A major problem is defined as:
1. A situation that puts the child at risk or in harms way,
2. A behavioural incident that includes damage to property, bullying, or abuse to either another

swimmer or the billeting family.

Swim Alberta recognizes that in some communities in Alberta and the North West Territories there are fees
associated with a security check. Swim Alberta is working with our government partners to try and have
the police forces in these areas provide the service free for any volunteer who is working with an



organization. Until such time as a change in policy is made, individuals or clubs will need to pay for this
service. Swim Alberta encourages the clubs in communities that do charge for the service to write and
speak with their local government on the topic as a method of obtaining support for work being done at
the provincial level.

Swim Alberta has supported the process and experience that billeting allows the youth of the province.
Billeting also helps programmes to save money on repeated travel as we try to keep the costs of
swimming reasonable for all. As billeting is a privilege, we encourage clubs to support each other by
providing accurate lists and requests for numbers. Unfortunately over the past few years the abuse of this
system has gotten to the point that in order ensure that clubs are working together on the most accurate
information a fine system has had to be enacted. In the case where a club changes its’ requirements for
billets at the event, the hosting club may invoice the offending club for swimmers who do not cancel
billeting prior to the start of the meet, at a rate of $25.00 per swimmer for those that were on the billet list
and did not participate in billeting. Invoicing will be done after the completion of the meet. Clubs will
have 30 days to pay the invoice. If the club fails to pay within the 30 day time frame they shall be
deemed not in good standing with Swim Alberta and thus will not be permitted to participate in swim
meets until said fine is paid in full.

Billet lists may be altered or confirmed on the Monday preceding the competition. Medical withdrawals
from the competition will not be subject to the penalty.


